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Neon Party Dark, exciting and a bit funky. Your guests will be 
transformed to the underground of New York subway 
dance party or a Studio 54 like experience; a bit risqué, a 
whole lot of fun and darkly adventurous.

EVENT EXPERIENCE 

A neon event is usually done in the dark 
and the darker the better. Neon shows up 
best when all the overhead lights are out 
and only the UV sensitive lighting is used. 
Depending on the event space, you might 
need quite a bit of UV lighting to make 
an impact. One attendee described the 
experience as a ‘fun, exciting underground 
subway feel’ for the neon event that she 
had attended.

COLORS & TEXTURES

This event calls for hot pinks, blues, 
greens, and oranges. White will also be a 
major component because it picks up the 
UV rays from the lighting and really pops!

*CAUTION - BLINKING LIGHTS 
HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO CAUSE 
SEIZURES
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INVITATIONS

Get creative with your invitations for 
this artsy event:

• Black background invitation with 
neon colored font

• Black velvet from the craft store 
with neon paint

• Wild color splatter paints 

ENTRYWAY

“Follow the neon brick road.” Guests 
will be greeted with a neon colored 
block pathway that leads them into the 
venue as they follow it. Large black 
canopies above the entrance will be 
used to create a false ceiling. This will 
be splattered with neon paint along 
with neon signage that will greet guests 
as they arrive. 

PRE-FUNCTION AREA 

In order to draw attention to fun neon 
colors of the night, black lights will 
be placed throughout the area. This 
will highlight any white or neon colors 
in the vicinity. Servers dressed in 
neon and white with white wigs, neon 
sleeves, necklaces, and earrings will 
attend to guests needs. 
Drinks will be served on neon lighted 
serving trays with neon stemmed 
glassware. 

MAIN ROOM

White chiffon will engulf the room with 
highlights of color interspersed. A large 
backdrop with neon swirls will be set 
up to support the theme. Slinkys hung 
from the ceiling will create an “out of 
this world” effect. At one end of the 
room, place a 20ft x 40ft backdrop with 
neon color swirls. Hang slinkies from 
the ceiling to create an “out of this 
world” effect.   

SETTING THE MOOD
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STAGE AREA

You can choose from either a graphic 
designed backdrop or neon hula hoops 
hung in rows with details added to the 
center of various hoops for your stage 
design. 

DÉCOR

Black light ribbons will be hung or 
stretched across the ceiling to add 
dimension to the room. Floors will be 
dressed by adding neon water-based 
paint splashes.

FURNITURE ACCENTS 

White furniture groupings will be placed 
around the room and really glow 
from the black lights. Neon pillows 
and lighted tables will add to the 
atmosphere. 

CENTERPIECES 

There are a several options for 
centerpieces: 

• Glass vases with neon lighting 
inside and neon feather 
arrangements on top

• Glow necklaces and bracelets 
standing in mason jars, guests can 
grab their own to wear if they’d like

• Neon flower boxes with floral 
arrangements inside 

• Neon lanterns with candles inside 

DINNER SET UP

For dinner, tables will be dressed in 
various neon colors using stretch linens 
or black table linens with neon runners. 
Black chair covers with neon chair 
bands will be placed around the tables.
 

DETAILS AND ACCENTS
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Set up buffet tables with food served in 
neon serving bowls:

• Neon candy bar with neon rock 
candy 

• Bright colored macaroons 
• “Glow pop” cake pops drizzled with 

neon icing

BAR AND CUSTOM DRINK

Guests can partake in drinking 
beverages from neon martini and 
wine glasses that they retrieved from 
an acrylic bar lit in neon colors. Clear 
ice chests with additional lighting will 
illuminate the ice to be used. 

ENTERTAINMENT

Guest can flex their creative abilities by 
using an interactive LED graffiti wall. 

If you’d rather have them sit back and 
enjoy, consider having a dance group 
perform as they wear neon costuming.  

PHOTO OPS

An area will be set aside for guests to 
take pictures at. People always love 
having pictures to take home or that 
they can see on social media to look 
back on what a fun time they had at the 
event.

Consider having a face painter to paint 
faces with neon colored paint and a 
bright colored neon backdrop for them 
to stand in front of for a more exciting 
and visual photo.

ENTERTAINMENT


